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Abstract

Elastic-peak electron spectroscopy (EPES) has been one of the main tools for obtaining the inelastic mean free path of electrons in
solids. Recently it has become clear that, if this type of experiment is done using an energetic electron beam (20–40 keV) and large scat-
tering angles, then the recoil energies of the elastic scattering event for different elements can be resolved. This recoil energy is mass
dependent and this fact makes it possible to separate the elastic-peak contributions due to electrons scattered from light and heavy ele-
ments. Here we use this energy separation to determine experimentally the sampling depth for an overlayer/substrate system. The sam-
pling depth for a (high-Z) Au overlayer on a (low-Z) C substrate is found to be about two orders of magnitude smaller than for a C
overlayer on a Au substrate, whereas the inelastic mean free path of electrons in both materials differ much less. This effect is shown
to be a consequence the strong Z dependence of the elastic scattering cross section. The dependence of the spectra on the electron kinetic
energy and sample rotation is also dramatically different for both sample geometries.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Elastic scattering of electrons from surfaces is used in
electron spectroscopy [1–3] and microscopy [4]. In electron
spectroscopy the intensity of the elastic peak is used to
determine the inelastic mean free path (IMFP), and this
technique is referred to as EPES (elastic-peak electron
spectroscopy) [5]. In microscopy the strong dependence
of the elastic-scattering cross section on the atomic number
Z is the basis of the contrast in images obtained from the
intensity of backscattered electrons in scanning electron
microscopy. In these applications it is tacitly assumed that
elastic scattering does not change the energy of the ener-
getic electrons.

Large-angle elastic scattering of energetic electrons from
an atom implies a significant momentum transfer from the
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electron to an atom. The atom acquiring this momentum
will necessarily also acquire kinetic energy. Hence the ki-
netic energy of the scattered electron is reduced by this
amount. Thus the energy of the reflected electron depends
on the mass of the atom it scattered from. This energy loss
was first demonstrated by Boersch some 40 years ago [6],
and in recent years this small energy loss can be routinely
resolved in state-of-the-art spectrometers [7–9].

If electrons with an energy of 1–3 keV are used it is hard
to separate the contributions of different elements com-
pletely, except for the case of hydrogen [10,11]. Using
30 keV electrons and a scattering angle of 45� it was possi-
ble to resolve the contribution of carbon from the contribu-
tion of germanium and it was also shown that these
measurements provide information about the sample
geometry [12]. Using a peak fitting procedure the area of
the Ge peak relative to that of the C peak could be deter-
mined. The observed intensity ratio was a strong function
of measurement geometry, as a consequence of changing
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inelastic energy-loss probabilities. Thus this technique can
be used to study inelastic energy loss processes if the sam-
ple composition/morphology is known, or vise versa, the
sample composition/morphology can be studied if esti-
mates of the mean free path are available. Encouraged by
these results we optimized our spectrometer for this type
of measurement by increasing the electron beam energy
to 40 keV and adding an electron gun, for which the scat-
tering angle is 120�. Now peaks of heavy and light elements
are completely separated and peak areas can be determined
with little ambiguity due to the fitting procedure. This
method resembles in many way Rutherford backscattering
(RBS) as is done at MeV energies using ions, and hence we
often refer to these experiments as electron Rutherford
backscattering (ERBS) experiments.

These developments have made many new experiments
feasible. As a first example we want to show here that,
for suitable samples, we can determine the information
depth (ID) in EPES experiments performed at high ener-
gies for overlayer-substrate systems. The concept of ID
was introduced by Jablonski and Powell [13] and is defined
as the thickness of the surface layer from which a certain
fraction of the signal (we use 95% in this work) originates.
Until now Monte Carlo simulations were the only way to
obtain an estimate of the ID. For homogenous materials
it was found that the information depth is of the order of
the mean free path. Hence it came somewhat as a surprise
that computer simulations indicated that for overlayer-sub-
strate systems the information depth can be greatly reduced
(high Z overlayer on a low Z substrate, the ID of this sys-
tem can be much shorter than the ID of the overlayer mate-
rial and the ID of the substrate material) [14] or increased
(low Z overlayer on a high Z substrate, the ID of this sys-
tem can be much larger than the ID of both the overlayer
material and the ID of the substrate material) [15]. This ef-
fect is especially pronounced at high energies. The strong Z

dependence of the elastic-scattering cross section was pin-
pointed as the cause of this effect, but is was assumed that
these result could not be verified experimentally.

We will show that we can separate the elastic-scattering
contribution of the overlayer and substrate, and hence we
can ascertain for which overlayer thickness 95% of the elas-
tic peak originates from the overlayer. Thus for those sam-
ples and measurement conditions the ID is equal to the
overlayer thickness. We can monitor the overlayer/sub-
strate intensity ratio as a function of geometry and incom-
ing energy. This gives even more insight into the processes
determining the ratio. We will see that the two cases (heavy
overlayer on a light substrate and light overlayer on a hea-
vy substrate) react very differently to changes in energy and
geometry.
2. Background

If an incoming electron with momentum p0 scatters from
an atom with mass M over an angle h, then the magnitude
of the momentum transfer q to this atom is given by (see
e.g. [8]):

q ¼ 2p0 sinðh=2Þ: ð1Þ

If the atom was stationary before the collision, it obtains a
kinetic energy (recoil energy) of q2/2M. The energy of the
electron is reduced by this amount. Generally the atoms
are not stationary before the collision, due to thermal
vibrations, and even at 0 K we have zero-point motion. If
the atom had a momentum k before the collision, then
the recoil energy is given by the difference in kinetic energy
of the atom before and after the collision:

Er ¼
ðkþ qÞ2

2M
� k2

2M
¼ q2

2M
þ q � k

M
: ð2Þ

The first term of the final result determines the average re-
coil energy and the second term describes the Doppler
broadening of this peak. Thus (besides the energy resolu-
tion of the experiment) the width of the elastic peak is
determined by the momentum distribution of the atoms.
In the harmonic approximation, there is a simple connec-
tion between peak width (standard deviation r) and mean
kinetic energy of the atoms [16]:

r ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4

3
Ek Er

r
ð3Þ

with Ek the average kinetic energy of the atom and Er the
mean recoil energy, i.e. q2/2M. Er is determined by the
experimental condition (kinetic energy of the beam and
scattering angle). Ek is a target property, it changes with
sample temperature, and can be calculated from the pho-
non spectrum. Until recently experimental determination
of Ek was restricted to deep-inelastic neutron scattering
(see e.g. [16]). The large overlap between these neutron
scattering experiments and the current electron scattering
experiment is discussed in [17].

Two elements can only be resolved if their recoil energy
Er differs by more than the experimental resolution and the
intrinsic peak width at that momentum transfer. This
means that large energies (10’s of keV) and large scattering
angles are required. In the present experiment the energy
was varied from 20 keV to 40 keV, and the scattering angle
was 120�. These high energies imply large mean free paths
and the combination of large energies and large scattering
angle means that the elastic-scattering cross sections are
small indeed. An overview of these quantities is given in
Table 1. The values given in this table are based on theory
(elastic differential cross section) or extrapolation (aided by
theory) of values calculated for lower energies to much
higher ones (IMFP). Thus the quoted IMFP values should
be considered not much more than an educated guess.

At these energies the elastic-scattering cross section is
relatively large at very small (’1�) angles but decreases
sharply with increasing scattering angle. We assume that,
just as in ion RBS, these experiments can be interpreted in
a single-scattering approximation. Multiple scattering will
happen, but will, in almost all cases, be the combination



Table 1
Calculated mean recoil energy (Er), inelastic mean free path k (using the TPP-2M formula [18]) and differential elastic-scattering cross section at 120� (as
obtained from the ELSEPA package [20]), for C and Au at the indicated primary energies. For carbon a recent publication [19] gives rather different values
for k. These are given as well

E0 (keV) Er Au (eV) Er C (eV) kC (Å) [18] kC (Å) [19] kAu (Å) [18] dr
dX C (cm2) dr

dX Au (cm2)

20 0.17 2.80 347 220 135 2.0E�22 6.1E�20
25 0.21 3.51 421 268 164 1.3E�22 4.1E�20
30 0.26 4.23 494 315 192 9.0E�23 3.0E�20
40 0.35 5.70 637 405 247 5.0E�23 1.8E�20
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of a small-angle scattering event (’1�) and a large-angle
scattering event (’120� for our geometry). The large-angle
scattering event occurs at the maximum depth of the trajec-
tory and determines the recoil energy. Thus the single-
scattering approximation is valid if the influence of the
small-angle scattering event on the trajectory and the recoil
energy can be neglected. Hence for now we will interpret
our experiment in a single-scattering approximation, but
we will point out later that there is some justification in
the experimental results for this approximation. An investi-
gation, probably using Monte Carlo simulation, into the
level of accuracy that can obtained at these energies within
a single-scattering approximation would be desirable. A
closely related problem was discussed in the context of
transport theory by Dwyer [21]. He found that single-
scattering theory gave reasonable answers for E > 2 keV
and Z < 47. This suggests that the single scattering theory
should work well for all Z at E > 20 keV.

Consider first a homogeneous system. Within the single-
scattering approximation the probability P(k,z) that an
electron reaches the analyzer without energy loss after scat-
tering at depth z is simply given by

P ðk; zÞ ¼ e�z=ðk cos hinÞe�z=ðk cos houtÞ ð4Þ

with k the IMFP and hin, hout the angle of the incoming and
outgoing trajectory with respect to the surface normal. The
count rate (I) for the total elastic peak of a thick homoge-
neous system is then per unit current:

I ¼ C
Z 1

0

N
dr
dX

Pðk; zÞdz ¼ CN
dr
dX

k
cos hin cos hout

cos hin þ cos hout

ð5Þ

with C a constant describing the spectrometer opening an-
gle, detection efficiency, etc., N the number of atoms per
unit volume, and dr

dX the differential elastic cross section
for the scattering angle selected by the spectrometer.
Assuming that dr

dX and N are known, then, by comparing
the count rate for two different materials, we can obtain
the ratio of their IMFPs. Without the single-scattering
approximation, we have to invoke the help of e.g. Monte
Carlo simulations to obtain this ratio, and this is how the
IMFP is usually obtained in EPES.

For a two-layer system, with thickness of the overlayer t,
we obtain for the count rate of electrons scattered in the
overlayer:

IoðtÞ ¼ C
Z t

0

No

dr
dX

� �
o

Pðko; zÞdz; ð6Þ
where the subscript o refers to the properties of the over-
layer. The count rate of the substrate (subscript s) is given
by

I sðtÞ ¼ CN sPðko; tÞ
dr
dX

� �
s

ks

cos hin cos hout

cos hin þ cos hout

ð7Þ

and this is just the count rate of the substrate without over-
layer, multiplied by the probability that the electron does
not lose energy in the overlayer.

The information depth ID is defined as the thickness of
the surface layer within which a large majority (95%) of the
trajectories are contained. Thus, the ID for a homogeneous
system is the thickness t for which the intensity as calcu-
lated by Eq. (6) is 95% of the intensity for a layer of infinite
thickness (Eq. (5)). For our spectrometer, when we choose
hin = hout = 45�, the ID is given by 1.06k.

For an overlayer system there is not such a general rela-
tion. From Table 1 it is clear that for the Au–C system the
dr
dX values of C and Au vary by about 300. As we will see this
large variation in cross section has a huge effect on the
probing depth.
3. Experiment

The experiments were done with the Electron Momen-
tum Spectrometer of the Australian National University.
This spectrometer is described extensively elsewhere [22].
In the case of elastic-scattering experiments an electron
gun emits a 500 eV electron beam. The analyzers operate
at a pass energy of 200 eV, and the analyzers are floating
at �300 V in order to measure the elastic peak. The sample
and its surroundings are at a potential of +19.5–39.5 kV.
Hence electrons are scattered from the sample with an en-
ergy between 20 and 40 keV. In order to assure that the
elastic peak can be measured with good resolution the com-
bined drift and ripple of the �300 (analyzer) and �500 V
(filament) power supplies should be less than 100 meV.
Drift and ripple of the 19.5–39.5 kV power supply can be
much larger than this value, without affecting the outcome
of the measurement.

The Electron Momentum Spectrometer has a gun at
’45� relative to the analyzer. Although this scattering an-
gle was sufficient to show e.g. that the elastic signal of C/Ge
was composed of two peaks, it is clear from Eqs. (1) and (2)
that a larger peak separation would be obtained if a larger
scattering angle could be employed. Hence we equipped the
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spectrometer with an additional gun (Kimball Physics
ELG-2 with a barium oxide cathode for low thermal spread
of the beam). The actual geometry is sketched in Fig. 1.
Both analyzer and gun are on a cone with half-angle of
approximate 45�. The gun is in the vertical plane through
the axis of the cone. The analyzer in the horizontal plane.
The corresponding scattering angle is 120�. This larger
scattering angle increases the recoil energy by about a fac-
tor of 5, but at the same energy the cross section goes down
by a factor of approximately 25.

The sample can be rotated around the vertical axis, and
this angle is called a. For a = 0� the surface normal of the
sample is along the axis of the cone (and hin = hout = 45�).
For a = 45� the sample normal would be pointing towards
the analyzer (hin = 60�, hout = 0�).

Two samples were prepared. Both samples used arc-
evaporated carbon foils supplied by Arizona Film com-
pany. These foils are sp2 bonded films, graphitic of nature
with little long-range order. The carbon film was floated off
a microscope slide and picked up on a shim. One sample
was a carbon foil with an areal density of 32.0 lg/cm2,
using the density of graphite this corresponds to a thickness
of 1400 Å. This foil was mounted on a stainless steel shim
on which we deposited Au in situ. At these high energies we
are not very sensitive to surface impurities. The elastic peak
of the carbon film was measured before Au deposition.
There was some excess intensity at the high-energy side
of the peak, at an energy loss range corresponding to atom-
ic masses between Na and Fe. No excess intensity was ob-
served for the small energy loss values corresponding to
Au. The intensity of the impurity signal was less than 5%
of the carbon signal, as judged from imperfections in the
fit of the C elastic peak. As the elastic scattering cross sec-
tion increases roughly with Z2 this means that the impurity
concentration was less than 1%. Au was subsequently
deposited on C by evaporation. The thickness of the Au
film was measured using a crystal thickness monitor. Most
likely the evaporated Au atoms will not form a smooth
layer on carbon but small clusters (islands). As long as
Fig. 1. A sketch of the experimental setup employed in this paper.
the cluster size is much smaller than the IMFP of Au this
detail will not affect the measured intensity significantly.
Hence we neglect this complicating factor in the rest of
the paper.

The other sample was a thick (’0.2 mm) Au film on
which a carbon film with areal density 16.0 lg/cm2

(700 Å thick) was placed, before the sample was introduced
to the vacuum. Part of the Au was left uncovered. This
uncovered part showed a single elastic peak, with no indi-
cation of contributions of C and O to the elastic peak. A
separate Au film was sputter-cleaned using Ar+ ions. How-
ever the obtained spectrum was identical before and after
sputtering.

4. Results

In Fig. 2 we show the spectra of the elastic peak for a Au
foil partly covered with a 700 Å thick C overlayer as a
function of incoming beam energy (with the sample orien-
tation a = 0). These spectra were obtained in approxi-
mately half an hour using a beam current of 3 nA. There
are two peaks visible, the one at lower energy loss is due
to electrons scattering from Au atoms, the one at higher en-
ergy loss due to electrons scattered from C atoms. This
interpretation can be verified by moving the beam to a part
of the Au foil that is not covered by carbon. Then the peak
at higher energy loss disappears. The separation of the
peaks decreases with decreasing electron beam energy.

Clearly both peaks have a different full-width-at-half-
maximum (FWHM). The width of the Au peak is attrib-
uted mainly to the experimental resolution. Values for r
of 0.20 eV are typically obtained for Au (corresponding
to 0.47 eV FWHM). The carbon peak is an order of mag-
nitude broader. This is attributed to the Doppler broaden-
ing term (Eq. (2)) which is much larger for carbon mainly
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Fig. 2. The elastic peak spectra of a Au sample with a 700 Å C overlayer
taken at incoming energies as indicated (a = 0).
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Fig. 3. The elastic peak spectra of 700 Å C on Au taken at 30 keV as a
function of rotation angle a.
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due to its smaller mass. For experiments using a 45� scat-
tering angle, the peak shape of carbon is extensively dis-
cussed in [23].

The zero point of our spectrometer is hard to determine
at a precision level better than 1 eV. The energy scale in the
plots is hence adjusted in such a way that the Au peak is at
an energy loss value corresponding to its recoil energy, as
given in Table 1. The measured separation of the Au and
C peak, however, can be compared with the DEr as ob-
tained from Table 1. This comparison is given in Table 2.
The agreement is very good, even better than for the data
taken at smaller momentum transfer using a scattering an-
gle of 45� [23]. However, even under these conditions the
observed peak separation seems systematically 1–2% smal-
ler than the calculated one. This very small discrepancy
could be a consequence of multiple scattering or an indica-
tion that the model, assuming that the electron scattered
from a free nucleus rather than from one that is part of
the crystal lattice, has its limitations.

For carbon, experimental determinations of the mean
kinetic energy Ek range from 91 to 108 meV [23]. Using a
value of 100 meV and Eq. (3) we obtain the theoretical esti-
mate of the width (standard deviation) of the carbon peak.
Agreement between the calculated widths and observed
widths is excellent. Here we assume that all of the carbon
width is due to Doppler broadening. A slightly different
approach would be to assume that the observed width of
Au is a good estimate of the experimental resolution. By
subtracting this width from the carbon width in quadra-
ture, we obtain then the intrinsic width rint: ðrint ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

r2
obs � r2

Au

p
Þ. rint would then be about 5% smaller than

robs, and a good agreement with the prediction of Eq. (3)
would be obtained by assuming Ek ’ 91 meV.

It is clear from Fig. 2 that these measurements show a
very strong dependence of relative peak height on beam en-
ergy. Similar strong effects are seen if we rotate the sample.
This is illustrated in Fig. 3 for the case of 30 keV incoming
electrons. Again the Au intensity decreases rapidly when
the outgoing angle becomes more glancing, i.e. the mea-
surement becomes more surface sensitive. The peak areas
were determined from a fit using Gaussian peaks and often
a Shirley-type background. The background is somewhat
arbitrary, but the choice of background has in most cases
only a small influence on the obtained peak area ratios.
(It changes the value of Io/Is by less than 0.01.)
Table 2
Observed and calculated Au–C peak splitting and Au and C peak width (r) f

E0 (keV) DEr obs. (eV) DEr calc. (eV) r obs. Au

20 – 2.63 –
25 3.24 3.29 0.20
30 3.91 3.96 0.21
40 5.30 5.35 0.22
20 2.56 2.63 0.18
25 3.23 3.29 0.19
30 3.91 3.96 0.19
40 5.25 5.35 0.21
The observed ratios are shown in Table 3. Assuming the
values of the IMFP and the scattering cross section given in
Table 1 we can calculate the peak ratios using Eqs. (6) and
(7). Using these values the calculated attenuation of the Au
signal is too small. Using the IMFP of carbon and Au as
fitting parameters we can obtain a good agreement between
experiment and theory if we assume kC = 320 Å (instead of
the TPP-2M value of 494 Å, but surprisingly close to the
value of 315 Å as obtained from [19]) and kAu = 150 Å (in-
stead of 192 Å). Both parameters influence the calculation
in different ways. Roughly speaking, increasing the Au
IMFP by x% increases the ratio IAu/IC by x% for all angles.
Basically the thickness of the Au layer that effectively con-
tributes to the Au elastic peak increases by x%. Decreasing
the IMFP of C increases the attenuation effect of the over-
layer, making the influence of the rotation on IAu/IC more
pronounced.

In an earlier attempt to measure the IMFP of C using a
scattering geometry with h = 45� we also noticed that the
mean free path of C at these energies should be much smal-
ler than those obtained from TPP-2M. In that case, using
40 keV electrons (rather than 30 keV electrons), we found
that value of 350 ± 50 Å (instead of the TPP-2M value of
637 Å) could describe the measurement satisfactorily [24].
or a 700 Å thick C layer on Au, and for 4 Å thick Au layer on C

(eV) r obs. C (eV) r calc. C (eV) Geom.

0.61 0.61 C on Au
0.68 0.68 C on Au
0.75 0.75 C on Au
0.86 0.87 C on Au
0.62 0.61 Au on C
0.69 0.68 Au on C
0.76 0.75 Au on C
0.86 0.87 Au on C



Table 3
Observed and calculated ratios of the Au and C peak areas at 30 keV for
the indicated rotation angle a

a hin hout IAu/IC observed IAu/IC (I) IAu/IC (II)

�20 48.3 65 0.02 0.28 0.02
�10 45.8 55 0.09 0.75 0.08

0 45.0 45 0.16 1.24 0.17
10 45.8 35 0.24 1.6 0.24
20 48.3 25 0.28 1.7 0.27

The observed values IAu/IC observed are compared to those obtained in
calculation (I) using the TPP-2M values of the IMFP, and to those
obtained from calculation (II), ‘a best fit’ obtained with kC = 320 Å and
kAu = 150 Å.
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Both the energy dependence and the angular dependence
of the peak intensity ratio are very strong. This is because
the carbon layer covering the Au substrate is thick (700 Å)
and the trajectory length of electrons scattering from Au is
at least 2000 Å (2t/sin45�), much larger than the IMFP. In
spite of this Au is still clearly observed because of its huge
elastic-scattering cross section.

How does the situation change if we put Au an a C sub-
strate. In Fig. 4 we show the spectra of a carbon sample on
which 4 Å of Au was deposited. Even for this small amount
of Au, the Au signal dominates. Attenuation of the carbon
signal in the Au layer is negligibly small. The carbon peak
area is only a small fraction of the Au peak area because
the Au cross section is so much larger. Now the angular
dependence of the overlayer/substrate intensity ratio is very
weak. This is somewhat obscured in the figure as the peak
width of Au is somewhat dependent on the measurement
geometry (presumably due to changes in the size of the
beam hitting the surface, as seen by the analyzer). More
accurate peak-area ratios were obtained from the fitting
procedure. Changing the angle changes the effective thick-
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Fig. 4. The spectra of 4 Å Au on C obtained for sample orientations as
indicated. In contrast to the C-on-Au system (Fig. 3) the changes of these
spectra with orientation are minor.
ness of the carbon film that contributes to the spectra, but
attenuation of the C signal in the Au overlayer remains
negligibly small.

In Fig. 5 we show the overlayer/substrate intensity ratio
obtained from fits for both samples, as a function of energy
and as a function of angle. Clearly both systems react dif-
ferently to changes in the geometry or electron energy. The
area ratio of the C-on-Au system is much more sensitive to
these parameters than the ratio for the Au-on-C system.

In our interpretation of the C-on-Au spectra taken for
different angles at 30 keV, we found that we obtained good
agreement of the calculated intensity ratio with the ob-
served one, if we divide the TPP-2M mean free path value
of carbon by 1.54 and the value for Au by 1.28. In our cal-
culation we assumed that the same scaling factors hold for
the other energies. Using this assumption we can also cal-
culate the intensity ratio for the spectra taken at different
energies (and a = 0). The theoretical values are shown in
Fig. 5 as well. Agreement between experiment and theory,
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Fig. 5. The overlayer/substrate intensity ratio at different angles (a) and at
different energies (b). For the 20 keV measurement the ratio is hard to
determine, as the Au intensity is only 1–2% of the carbon area. The peak
ratio can thus be anywhere between 50 and 100. A value of 90 was
calculated.
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using the adjusted mean free path values, is as good as can
be expected.

Finally we increased the Au overlayer thickness to 9 Å.
The broad carbon signal becomes weak, but is still distinct
from the background. In Fig. 6 we show a 25 keV spectrum
(a = 0) from this sample, as well as the 25 keV sample of
700 Å C on Au. For both cases the substrate intensity is
5 ± 1% of the overlayer intensity and the information
depth is thus the same as the overlayer thickness. Thus
for these special cases an experimental determination of
the overlayer depth was possible. Indeed it turns out that
the information depth is much smaller than either the C
or Au IMFP, for the case of a heavy overlayer on a light
substrate. For the reverse case (light overlayer on heavy
substrate) the information depth is much larger than either
of the IMFP’s.

It is interesting to note that the relative background
component of the Au peak of Au buried under 700 Å of
C is much larger than the background of the Au peak of
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9 Å Au on C. In the first case the Au signal is severely
attenuated by the C overlayer and as a consequence there
is a large increase in intensity at small energy loss values.
In the second case the Au layer at the surface is too thin
for significant attenuation. Hence the latter Au peak has
virtually no background. The background contains similar
information on the sample morphology as the background
of core level spectra measured by XPS, as described by
Tougaard in e.g. [25].

5. Conclusion

High-resolution large-angle elastic-scattering experi-
ments, in which the recoil energy is resolved, is a technique
that provides new ways for testing our understanding of
transport of energetic electrons in materials. We demon-
strated here the potential of this technique by determining
the ID in two-layer systems, as well as the IMFPs for Au
and C. The predicted anomalous ID of these overlayer sys-
tems [14,15] was confirmed. The ID is reduced for a high Z

overlayer on a low Z substrate, and increased for the re-
verse case.

Moreover, the splittings between the elastic peaks agree
with the theory within 1–2%, whereas the width of the car-
bon peak could also be described well, based on earlier
measurements of its mean kinetic energy. This level of
agreement is a strong indication that the single scattering
approximation, used to interpret these measurements, is
quite valid under our experimental conditions. The internal
consistency of these measurements, taken at different ener-
gies and angles is quite impressive, again supporting the
single-scattering approach. The good quantitative consis-
tency and interpretation using very simple single-scattering
theory makes this technique a promising candidate for
quantitative analysis of near-surface layers obtaining infor-
mation of the composition in surface layers with thick-
nesses varying from 5–10 Å up to 1000 Å depending on
the sample composition.
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